Gambit Casting: 5 Actors Who Could Replace Channing Tatum. Gambit has the mutant ability to tap into the potential energy contained within an object and transform it into kinetic energy upon touching it. When Gambit thus gambits, he is ready to continue his killing spree but must first take care of a new obstacle: Gambit, a sexual thriller. The upcoming picture stars Channing Tatum as the titular character, Remy LeBeau Earth-616 - Marvel Comics Database - Wikia A new report indicates that Channing Tatum had withdrawn from the upcoming Gambit film caused fans of the Magic Mike actor to worry about the future of the project.

Turns out, it was a bluff. A report this week that Channing Tatum had withdrawn from the upcoming Gambit film caused fans of the Magic Mike actor to worry about the future of the project. This was a bluff. A report this week that Channing Tatum had withdrawn from the upcoming Gambit film caused fans of the Magic Mike actor to worry about the future of the project.